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ABSTRACT
Humans rely on eye gaze and hand manipulations extensively in
their everyday activities. Most often, users gaze at an object to
perceive it and then use their hands to manipulate it. We propose
applying a multimodal, gaze plus free-space gesture approach to
enable rapid, precise and expressive touch-free interactions. We
show the input methods are highly complementary, mitigating
issues of imprecision and limited expressivity in gaze-alone systems, and issues of targeting speed in gesture-alone systems. We
extend an existing interaction taxonomy that naturally divides the
gaze+gesture interaction space, which we then populate with a
series of example interaction techniques to illustrate the character
and utility of each method. We contextualize these interaction
techniques in three example scenarios. In our user study, we pit
our approach against five contemporary approaches; results show
that gaze+gesture can outperform systems using gaze or gesture
alone, and in general, approach the performance of “gold standard” input systems, such as the mouse and trackpad.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI)]:
User Interfaces – input devices and strategies.

Keywords
Eye tracking; touch-free interaction, free-space gestures; input
technologies; interaction techniques; sensors; pointing; cursor.

1. INTRODUCTION
Eye tracking and free space gesturing have individually been explored as methods for control in interactive systems. Like all input
approaches, they have strengths and weaknesses. For example, eye
movement is extremely quick, precise, and generally requires low
effort (see e.g., [39] for an extended discussion). Further, gaze
naturally corresponds to a user’s focus of attention, which can be
used for directed control of user interfaces (e.g., selection), or
monitored passively to track a user’s attention over time.

natural jitter of the eyes and sensing limitations [27]. This precludes common fine-grained operations, such as clicking buttons,
selecting text and opening menus. Although superior accuracies
can be achieved with head-worn setups, these can be intrusive and
generally cumbersome [26]. Furthermore, as the eyes are primarily
used for sensory input, it is fatiguing to use them for manipulation
tasks such as continuous gestures [44]. This significantly limits the
modal expressivity of gaze, with systems often relying on winks,
blinks and dwells to trigger interactive functions [10, 44].
Conversely, our hands excel at continuous manipulation and can
occupy a wide variety of poses (i.e., gestures), which can be used
to trigger interactive functions. This capability is not surprising
given that our hands are our chief means for manipulating the
world around us [7, 21, 42]. However, by operating in free-space
(i.e., in the air), we lose many of the tactile affordances and visual
references that make our hands dexterous at small scales. This
makes targeting, for example, considerably more time consuming
and fatiguing as compared to operating on a touchscreen. Previous
free-space gesturing systems often mitigate this by having a low
control-device (CD) gain [6], but this in turn means the hands
must traverse a larger volume, compounding issues of fatigue.
To summarize, gaze is particularly well suited to rapid, coarse,
absolute pointing, but lacks natural and expressive mechanisms to
support modal actions. Conversely, free space gesturing is slow
and imprecise for pointing, but has unparalleled strength in gesturing, which can be used to trigger a wide variety of interactive
functions. Thus, these two modalities are highly complementary.
By fusing gaze and gesture into a unified and fluid interaction
modality, we can enable rapid, precise and expressive free-space
interactions that mirror natural use. Moreover, although both ap-

Unfortunately, eye tracking continues to be relatively inaccurate –
on the order of ±1 degree, which translates to centimeter inaccuracies for monitors roughly 0.5 meters away. This is due to both
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Figure 1. The apparatus used for our example interaction
techniques and evaluation. The eye tracker (A) is located
beneath the monitor (B), while the hand tracker (C) lies
under the user’s hand.

proaches are independently poor for pointing tasks, combining
them can achieve pointing performance superior to either method
alone. This opens new interaction opportunities for gaze and gesture systems alike.
There are two main contributions of this work. Foremost, we present a series of gaze+gesture interaction techniques, contextualized in three example application scenarios. To help explore the
interaction design space of gaze and free-space gesture, our development efforts were guided by an interaction taxonomy we extended from Stellmach and Dachselt’s [38] work on gaze and direct touch. Secondly, we present a user study that rigorously compares gaze+gesture against five contemporary approaches. Such an
apples-to-apples comparison is vital, as the present literature employs a variety of study designs that generally preclude direct
comparison. The results of this study suggest our approach has a
similar index of performance to "gold standard" input methods,
such as mouse, and can target small elements that are generally
inaccessible to gaze-only or gesture-only systems.

2. RELATED WORK
Related work to our gaze+gesture system can be divided into three
primary categories: gesture-centric input approaches, multimodal
gaze-based interactions and gaze-and-gesture input systems.

2.1 Multimodal Gesture Input
Compared with touch, keyboard or mouse input, hand gesture
input can better utilize the expressive power of the human hand to
enable rich interactions. For instance, hands excel at 3D manipulation tasks, leading to a profusion of hand-gesture based 3D input
techniques (see e.g., [16, 18]). Thus, automatic tracking of hands
in free-space has long been sought after. Early systems used mechanical gloves [47] or wearable sensors [36], but it is now possible to avoid instrumenting the user using e.g., computer vision [8].
Perhaps due to the expressive nature of gesture input, multimodal
gesture-centric systems are much less common. By far, the most
common multimodal pairing for gesture input is speech. As shown
in e.g., Put-That-There [2], the flexible, free-form nature of speech
input can complement the more directed nature of gesture input.
Researchers have also paired free-space gesturing with touch [41],
pen input [17] and EMG sensing [45].

2.2 Multimodal Gaze Input
Computerized eye trackers were first used interactively in seminal
work such as the 1989 Erica system [13], which was designed to
enable paralyzed users to select menu items using only eye gaze.
Fundamentally, pure-gaze input approaches tend to suffer from
“Midas Touch” issues [15] due the lack of a natural input delimiter. To alleviate this, gaze is often combined with another input
modality, e.g., mice [44], keyboards [19], voice [34], touch input
[28, 38], head movements [35] and even facial EMG [23]. Gaze
can be used to rapidly target items, which are then selected by
using the second input modality. As Zhai et al. [44] showed, such
a hybrid approach can significantly enhance the performance of an
input system, as compared to either approach alone. This approach
can also compensate for gaze inaccuracies by relying on the more
accurate modality (e.g., mouse) for the final selection of targets.
More recently, with the proliferation of touchscreen devices, gaze
and touch input systems have become an active area of research.
Gaze-Touch [28] combines gaze interaction with touch screen
input, focusing primarily on selection and spatial manipulation of
objects, such as dragging, scaling, rotating and grouping. Modal

gestures are partially explored, but are limited to finger chording.
Finally, there is no mechanism presented for targeting objects
smaller than the gaze tracker’s accuracy limits. Stellmach and
Dachselt further explored gaze and touch in [37, 38], with the use
of an eye tracker and a handheld touchscreen device, presenting
interaction techniques for manipulating both small and large objects. Of note, although both papers evaluate their individual technique, neither compares against other techniques, an issue we
attempt to rectify in our study design.
Importantly, our work differs from the prior gaze+touch work in
that it explores the interaction design space of two non-tactile
input methods. Free-space gesture is well established as being
different than direct touch [40], with unique challenges and benefits, and so the interactions and methods also naturally differ.
Touch has the advantage of absolute positioning with respect to
the touchscreen borders, while mid-air gestures only offer relative
positioning. Additionally, touch has superior physical affordances
and an innate ability to clutch [40]. However, mid-air gestures can
be more expressive as the free-space gesture set is larger than that
of conventional, planar touch interfaces.

2.3 Gaze and Free-Space Gesture Input Systems
Despite the appearance of inexpensive eye trackers (such as the
Eye Tribe Tracker [9]) and consumer-level gesture trackers (such
as the Microsoft Kinect [24] and Leap Motion Controller [20]),
comparatively little work has been done on combining gaze with
free-space gesture input. Chen [4] examines the role of gaze and
gesture in human communication. Pouke et al. [29] demonstrate a
system that uses gaze input to select large targets on a screen, and
a hand-worn accelerometer to sense discrete gestures. This system
did not compensate for gaze-tracking inaccuracies, leading to poor
results. Yoo et al. [43] describe an approach using a head tracker
and depth camera to enable targeted interactions with large targets
on a wall-sized display. Hales et al. [11] present a system in which
users select physical objects by gazing at markers printed on them,
and use hand gestures to interact or control them.
Our present system advances upon this prior gaze and gesture
work in four significant ways. First, we provide interaction techniques for selecting objects of any scale, even those that are below
the minimum threshold of gaze accuracy. Second, we enable continuous free-space manipulations with our gestures, whereas past
systems focused on discrete hand gestures. Third, we use a structured taxonomy to guide the creation of interaction techniques, in
which we situate familiar digital tasks. Finally, we conducted an
evaluation benchmarking our technique against several of the
aforementioned techniques, and against common input devices.

3. SYSTEM
As a vehicle for exploration, we developed a proof of concept
system using off the shelf components. Importantly, we chose to
use minimally invasive, low-cost, consumer-grade devices. Although offering lower accuracy compared to professional systems
(e.g., head mounted cameras), they are the types of sensors that are
most likely to be integrated into consumer electronics – and thus
user experiences – in the near future.
Specifically, we use an off-the-shelf, $99 Eye Tribe Tracker [9].
This device consists of an infrared emitter (to illuminate the eyes)
and a pair of cameras inside a bar-shaped case, mounted on a miniature tripod. This is positioned below a conventional 19” LCD
monitor, set back ~55cm from the user’s chest (Figure 1). Following a per-session calibration, the Eye Tribe software produces a
stream of screen-space X/Y gaze coordinates at 30 FPS.

4.1 Target Acquisition Phase

Figure 2. A taxonomy for gaze+gesture interaction techniques, showing sample interactions in each division.
To track users’ free-space hand movements and gestures, we use
an off-the-shelf, $80 Leap Motion Controller [20]. This hand
tracker also uses infrared light (to illuminate the skin) and a pair of
cameras. We use the Leap Motion software to obtain continuous
3D hand pose estimation, and employ their API to detect predefined gestures, such as pinching. Our interactions only used
relative motions of the hand, and thus we did not need to calibrate
the Leap Motion against the eye tracker or the display. We situate
this device to the front and right of the computer monitor in order
to capture the movement of the user’s right hand, and to avoid
occluding the eye tracker with the hands.
Finally, we used a desktop computer running Windows 8.1 to run
our software, example applications and user study, which were
developed in C++ using the respective device SDKs and the
OpenFrameworks graphics library. It should be noted, however,
this desktop setup was chiefly for prototyping and experimentation
purposes, and that our techniques and exploration are applicable to
other gaze+gesture contexts, such as large, vertical displays.

4. INTERACTION TECHNIQUES
Our approach divides interactive tasks between the visual and
gestural channel in a natural fashion. The eyes, possibly in conjunction with the hands, specify the user’s focus or target area
(target acquisition phase), followed by the hands performing gestural actions or spatial manipulations on the virtual objects (target
action phase). Emphasizing user comfort, we avoid interaction
techniques requiring continuous gaze, as it is fatiguing and unnatural [15]. Thus, gaze is never used in the target action phase. To
guide our work, we started with a taxonomy of the interaction
design space from prior work on gaze+touch systems and extended it to include the capabilities of our free-space gesture tracking.

Inaccuracies and noise inherent in gaze tracking systems results in
a target size threshold, below which targets cannot be accurately
determined by gaze alone. As noted in Stellmach and Dachselt
[38] and Zhai et al. [44] there exists an area around the detected
gaze position in which one can be reasonably sure the intended
target resides. This natural demarcation forms a size threshold for
targets: targets larger than e.g. the 95% confidence interval around
the gaze position can be selected by gaze alone, while targets
smaller than this size threshold require additional information
from the other input modality to be accurately selected. Therefore,
we split targets into two categories: those above the accuracy
threshold (only coarse targeting required) and below the accuracy
threshold (finer targeting possibly required), similar to the method
described in Stellmach and Dachselt [38]. Although eye tracker
accuracy will improve with better technology, there will always be
an upper limit on accuracy due to intrinsic eye behavior such as
tremors and microsaccades, and so this distinction will continue to
be relevant.

4.1.1 Above Accuracy Threshold
When the gaze target is larger than the eye tracker’s accuracy
threshold, the target can be immediately determined using gaze
information alone. Typical above-threshold targets include large
icons and buttons, sliders, windows, text paragraphs, and screen
edges. The subsequent hand gesture therefore acts directly on the
target. In some cases, the intended target can be ambiguous, not
because of size, but because of z-ordering or hierarchy – for example a file icon and the window containing that file. To disambiguate, we use different gestures (e.g. using a pinch for icons and
a grab for windows), though other strategies are possible.

4.1.2 Below Accuracy Threshold
When the desired target is smaller than the eye tracker’s accuracy
threshold, the application must disambiguate between proximate
targets in some way. Typical below-threshold targets include individual text characters, map positions and small buttons.
We devised three target disambiguation strategies, some of which
utilize gesture input in addition to the gaze input. 1) Loose targeting: an application can choose to accept “loose” targeting, which
is appropriate if a precise target is not critical, e.g. when choosing
a focal point for zooming a map. 2) Contextualization: different
gestures can be used to disambiguate between multiple possible
targets. For example, the controls on a music player might lie below the accuracy threshold. In this case, we can disambiguate
between “previous”, “play”, and “next” controls on a music player
by using left swipe, click, and right swipe gestures respectively.
Finally, 3) fine selection: we can resort to a high-precision mode

Figure 3. We built three example scenarios as a sandbox for our interaction techniques.
Left-to-right: desktop, word processor, and 3D model viewer. Please also see the Video Figure.

Figure 4. An example of an above gaze threshold interaction using continuous hand gesture interaction. (A) User is working. (B)
User looks at window they wish to move. (C) User performs a grab gesture, after which the window tracks with the hand until
(D) the fist is released.
that uses a low CD-gain manipulation gesture (e.g. pinch and
drag) to adjust the selection (e.g. to precisely position a cursor
within text).

4.2 Target Action Phase
Once a UI target has been accurately selected, a subsequent selection or manipulation can be performed. As noted above, continuous gaze control is uncomfortable and therefore only gesture is
used for the action phase. These gestures manifest in one of two
ways: for discrete actions (e.g. pinching, swiping, grabbing) or
continuous manipulation (e.g. moving, dragging, rotating).

4.2.1 Discrete Actions
A discrete hand gesture is a single event triggered by a specific
hand pose or motion. These gestures can be used for actions commonly associated with clicks and taps on traditional interfaces, e.g.
opening and closing documents, activating buttons, and dismissing
dialogs. Typical discrete gestures include closing or opening the
fingers (e.g., touching two fingers for “pinching”, making a fist for
“grabbing”), threshold-crossing movements with the hand (e.g.,
moving horizontally for “swiping”, vertically for “clicking”), or
rapid movements with one or more fingers (e.g., “flicking”
movements). Discrete hand gestures are therefore suited to the
purpose of target selection such as button press or triggered actions (e.g. see music player play/pause example).

4.2.2 Continuous Manipulation
Continuous manipulation with the hands consists of relative
movements and provides continuous positional information in
three dimensions. We preface these manipulations with an activation gesture (e.g., pinching, grabbing), which establishes the origin
point for the manipulation and enables clutching. Common continuous manipulations include moving the hand while pinching or

grabbing (for e.g., “dragging” items or “panning” a scene), translating and rotating the hands in 3D (to manipulate a virtual camera
or object), and spreading two hands for “zooming”. Continuous
manipulation gestures are therefore suited to the purpose of fluid
target positioning and manipulation.

4.3 Taxonomy
Using this interactive breakdown, a 2x2 taxonomy naturally arises
(Figure 2). On one axis, we have the target acquisition phase,
which specify targets either above or below its accuracy threshold.
On the other axis, the target action phase consists of discrete gesturing and continuous manipulation. Figures 4 through 7 offer
examples for each quadrant of the taxonomy.

5. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
Using our taxonomy as a guide, we created a series of exemplary
interaction techniques to illustrate the potential and flexibility of
our approach. To contextualize these interactions, we embed them
within three illustrative scenarios – a desktop environment, word
processor, and 3D object viewer (Figure 3). See the Video Figure
for a real-time demonstration. We can envision these techniques
augmenting both classic desktop computing experiences (e.g.,
with a keyboard), as well as large wall displays, kiosks, or distant
displays, where keyboards and mice are impractical.
For each scenario, we show how these interaction techniques can
be used to e.g., select, navigate, and otherwise manipulate content
in rapid and expressive ways. Each application is a fully implemented prototype (i.e., all described actions are available at every
moment in time), though obviously not all possible functions are
implemented. Finally, we note that the particular designs of these
applications were adjusted to demonstrate a variety of functionalities, and do not represent idealized systems. Designing a practical

Figure 5. An example of a below gaze threshold interaction using discrete hand gesture. (A) While user is working, he wishes to
play some music. (B) User looks at the music player play button (currently stopped). (C) Buttons on the music player are too
small for gaze targeting alone, so gestures are employed to resolve the ambiguity. In this case, a downward bounce of the hand
toggles between pause and play. (D) User advances to the next song with a right hand swipe.

Figure 6. An example of an above gaze threshold interaction using discrete hand gesture. (A) While user is working, a notification window slides in from the top right. (B) User looks at (i.e., reads) notification. (C) User decides to dismiss notification, and
performs a rightward hand swipe. (D) Notification is dismissed.
gaze+gesture system would require an in-depth examination of
how all of the gestures would interplay across applications to form
cohesive and intuitive experiences. We provide these example
scenarios not necessarily as end-user applications, but more as a
vehicle to frame to the individual application techniques, offer a
familiar context, and to provide a label by which to refer to the
individual interactions (such as in Figure 2).

5.1 Desktop Scenario
We included several GUI elements in our desktop scenario (Figure
3, left). Foremost, we have icons and windows. To disambiguate
between file and window selection, two different gestures are
used. A “grab” gesture (making a fist) selects the gazed-at window
(Figure 4, B), which can then be moved by translating the hand in
space (Figure 4, C) and closed with a downward movement. Alternatively, by using a “pinch” gesture with the thumb and index
finger, the gazed-at file is selected. Once selected, the file can be
dragged by translating the hand, or opened with an upward motion. Of note, if the gaze area contains no windows or files, the
action is ignored. Lastly, we also implemented a “pick and place”
method where instead of dragging a file to a destination, the user
can simply pinch to select the file, look at where they want the file
to go, and release the pinch, instantly transporting it.
We also provide a minimized music player, the buttons of which
(purposely) lie below the gaze accuracy threshold (Figure 5). To
trigger functionality, different gestures must be used. Here, we use
left and right swipes to move to the previous and next track respectively. A downward hand bounce toggles pause and play.
Pinching plus lateral translations of the hand adjusts the volume.
Finally, the scenario also includes slide-in notifications, which,
once looked at, can be opened with a left swipe or dismissed with
a right swipe (Figure 6).

5.2 Word Processor Scenario
We created a basic text editor which uses gaze+gesture. Users can
move the text cursor by gazing at the target location and pinching
to coarsely position the cursor (Figure 7, A and B). Users then
drag to perform fine adjustment on the cursor position, allowing
character level positioning (Figure 7, C). After placing the cursor,
the user may select text in two ways. 1) To select a small region of
text, the user can briefly unpinch and then drag to select. 2) To
select a large region of text, the user can unpinch, gaze elsewhere,
and then double-pinch and drag to define the end position of the
text selection.
Once text has been selected, the user can flick two fingers upwards to summon a contextual menu, displaying common operations such as bold, italicize, highlight, copy, cut, etc. Gazing at a
menu item highlights it, and flicking the fingers upwards again
selects the operation. Alternatively, flicking the fingers downwards cancels the menu. Because the menu is only made visible
on demand and selection is done with a quick glance, it can be as
large as needed.

5.3 3D Model Viewer Scenario
To demonstrate how gaze+gesture works in 3D contexts, we created a molecule viewer. Users can select, view and explore different molecules, and inspect details within the structure (e.g. atoms).
A toolbar on the right side of the screen provides access to a database of molecules. The user summons it by gazing at the right
edge of the screen, using a grab gesture, and pulling leftward.
Users select a molecule from the toolbar by gazing at the desired
item and pinch-dragging it to the main viewing area. The toolbar
can likewise be closed by gazing, grabbing and swiping right.
When looking at molecules, the closest atom to the gaze location
is highlighted. Users can translate and rotate the molecule in 3D

Figure 7. An example of a below gaze threshold interaction using continuous hand gesture interaction to reposition a cursor. (A)
The user wishes to reposition the cursor, and gazes at the destination. (B) He pinches his hand, and the cursor is moved to the
approximate gaze location (uncertainty shown as a dotted circle). (C) By translating the pinched hand, the user can finely manipulate the cursor position. (D) When satisfied with the position, the pinch is released. The user can e.g., resume typing.

space by grabbing with one or two hands. A bimanual two-finger
pinch gesture is used to zoom the entire view about the gaze point.
This allows for much smoother navigation to the specific section
of the model within the user’s focus. Finally, a single pinch is used
to bring up additional information about an atom.

5.4 Evaluation
To better understand the pointing performance of gaze+gesture,
we ran a Fitts-style study. Of note, the diversity of study designs
and targeting tasks make direct comparisons between pointing
techniques difficult, especially when they are multimodal. Replicating others’ apparatuses is equally problematic. As such, we
endeavored to include a suite of comparative techniques, drawn
from the literature and popular use to better ground our results and
discussion [3, 10, 15, 21, 25, 30, 39].
Specifically, we include two gaze-driven techniques, one gestureonly technique, the mouse, and the trackpad. Although we described several techniques using gaze+gesture, we chose to evaluate our post-gaze, fine adjustment method. We hypothesized this
would allow for rapid distance traversals whilst simultaneously
permitting small-scale targeting (i.e., best of both worlds), which
is where current gaze and gesture systems struggle.
Of note, there is an ongoing debate over whether Fitts’ Law applies to gaze input, with research arguing both for [25, 39, 41] and
against [5, 33]. Thus we caution that the raw numerical results
generated from the study may not represent the intrinsic performance index needed to enable between-paper comparisons. Nonetheless, they do serve as a useful relative measure of performance
within this study, with which we use to assess our results.

5.5 Participants
Twenty-two participants were recruited. Three participants’ data
were dropped: two due the inability of the Leap SDK to recognize
participants’ pinching gesture, and one that was a performance
outlier (>3 SD above mean). Out of the 19 participants analyzed, 8
were female and 17 were right-handed; mean age was 25.8. None
had prior experience with an eye tracker or free hand gesture control. Due to calibration issues with the Eye Tribe Tracker, we
could not recruit users who wore glasses.

5.6 Conditions
In addition to testing gaze+gesture, we evaluated five additional
input methods that we felt were interesting and relevant points of
comparison or strong baselines. Appropriate gain values were
informed by pilot studies.
- Mouse: The mouse has repeatedly been shown to be an excellent pointing device (e.g. [1, 3]), and as such, serves as a gold
standard baseline. Targets were selected by clicking.
- Trackpad: Though it is less efficient than a mouse, the trackpad
is an equally ubiquitous input mechanism, and so also serves as
an aggressive baseline. Targets were selected by clicking down
on the pad.
- Gaze+Dwell: Gaze coupled with dwell for selection has been
used in e.g., [15, 21, 25, 39]. We use a 500ms dwell time, which
was shown to have the highest performance out of dwell-based
methods in [22]. Gaze controls absolute cursor location; no
clutching is required.
- Gaze+Blink: Gaze plus blink for selection was used in e.g., [10,
30]. We evaluated a range of blink durations from the literature
[30] during piloting, and settled on a blink duration of 100ms as
a trigger as it was found to have the lowest false positive rate

and overall fastest time. Gaze again controls absolute cursor location, without clutching.
- Gesture+Dwell: Many systems have used free-space pointing or
translation plus a dwell for selection (see e.g., [12, 31]). We
used a 500ms dwell for selection. The Leap’s field of view is
insufficient to address the entire screen at a useable CD gain.
Thus, a clutching mechanism is needed, for which we use a
pinch gesture. When pinched, 1cm of hand movement corresponds to ~40px of cursor movement. When un-pinched, the
hand is not tracked, enabling clutching.
- Gaze+Gesture: When the hand is un-pinched, the approximate
gaze position is shown as a blue outlined box superimposed on
screen (Figure 8). When the hand is pinched, cursor appears at
the center of the blue box, and the blue outline is hidden. The
cursor can then be controlled by gesture, with 1cm of hand
movement corresponding to ~20px of cursor movement.

5.7 Apparatus and Calibration
For conditions utilizing gaze, gesture, or both modalities, we use
the apparatus described in the Implementation section (Figure 1).
For the mouse and trackpad conditions, the input device was
placed on the table. Users were seated 55 cm in front of a 19” (48
cm) 1280 x 1024 LCD monitor. At this distance, 32px corresponded to approximately 1° of visual arc. Our study software
mediated all input for cursor control, displayed graphics, and
logged study data.
No calibration was needed for gesture tracking. Calibrating the
gaze tracker consisted of looking at nine targets on the screen,
taking about 14 seconds to complete. The calibration procedure
was repeated until the calibration routine reported a “four star” or
“five star” (best possible) calibration result, corresponding to maximum inaccuracies of < 0.7° and < 0.5° respectively (as claimed
by the Eye Tribe documentation). Users usually had to calibrate
one to three times to achieve this result. In practice, we found
accuracy to be closer to ±3°. Though participants were asked to
hold their position and posture as best possible, we did not institute any strict rules.

5.8 Procedure
We use the ISO 9241-9 Fitts’ study standard procedure [14] as it is
widely used to produce targeting performance data comparable
across studies. Each participant tested all six input methods (described above) in a random order. For each input method, users
were presented with all combinations of target widths (1.5, 3.0 and
4.5cm) and target distances (7.5, 15, 22.5, 30cm). Each block pre-

Figure 8. Gaze+gesture pointing technique. The blue square
indicates the approximate gaze position.

IP (bits/sec)
Figure 9. Index of Performance by input method.
Error bars represent standard error.
sented nine circular targets in a multidirectional targeting task
yielding nine movement times (trials) per block (Figure 8). Target
width corresponded to target diameter while target distance corresponded to arrangement diameter. The order of the blocks was
randomized within each input method. The target was denoted in
red, while all others were grey. If users were unable to select the
target within five seconds, the trial was skipped and logged as a
time-out.
With each new input method, users were given a brief explanation
and were allowed to practice for no more than five minutes. Users
were permitted to rest after each block if they wished. The total
number of trials generated was 19 participants x 6 input methods x
3 widths x 4 distances x 9 trials = 12,312, including time-outs.

6. RESULTS
We assessed both the Fitts-derived index of performance (IP) as
well as the number of timed-out trials to evaluate the scalability of
the techniques to small targets.

6.1 Performance
Figure 9 shows the mean IP across the six input methods. Repeated measures analysis of variance showed a significant main effect
for difference between the mean of input methods (F5,108 = 9.31, p
< .0001). From greatest to least, the mean indices of performance
in bits/sec were: mouse, 5.77; gaze+gesture, 5.23; trackpad, 4.95;
gaze+dwell, 2.91; gaze+blink, 1.72; and gesture+dwell, 1.57.
We then performed a Tukey HSD test to identify significant differences. The results show that there is no significant performance
difference between the gaze+gesture, mouse, and trackpad conditions, which is a positive result given that we included the latter
two as gold standards. However, these three methods all significantly outperform gaze+blink and gesture+dwell (p < 0.05). Only
mouse and trackpad significantly outperform gaze+dwell.

6.2 Scalability to Small Targets
We hypothesized that supplementing gaze targeting with a lowCD-gain gesture suffix would enable users to more readily access
smaller targets. To assess this, we look not at IP, but at the percentage of trials with timeouts at different size targets (i.e., the
trials in which the user was not able to click the target within five
seconds). As expected, the error rate increases as target size decreases (although neither the mouse nor trackpad conditions had
any timeouts, and are thus not shown in Figure 10). The timeout
rate is comparable across input methods with targets of size 3.0
and 4.5cm. With 1.5cm targets, methods relying on gaze alone
(gaze+dwell and gaze+blink) dramatically increase in error. However, those relying on gesture (gesture+dwell and gaze+gesture)
have a softer slope, with gaze+gesture performing best.

Figure 10. Percentage of timed-out trials by target size. !

7. CONCLUSION
We have presented a set of interaction techniques combining gaze
and free-space gesture to support common digital activities. We
used a taxonomic breakdown to guide our development, organized
along two basic interactive dimensions: whether the size of a desired object is above or below the eye tracker’s accuracy threshold
and whether the subsequent operation involves a discrete hand
pose or continuous manipulation. For interactions with objects
smaller than the eye tracker threshold, we proposed a synergistic
gaze plus fine grain hand manipulation technique. We found that
this technique was robust to sensing inaccuracies in commodity
hardware, suggesting our approach could be used on low cost, offthe-shelf components. We compare the aforementioned precision
pointing method against five baseline techniques; results suggest
the technique could enhance systems using gaze or gesture alone.
Today, end-user gaze-augmented systems are rare. However, the
increasing prevalence of high-resolution front-facing cameras on
laptops, phones and tablets (especially the 2014 introduction of the
face-tracking Amazon Fire Phone, which features four, frontfacing, high speed infrared cameras) hints that gaze tracking could
become ubiquitous on consumer devices in the future. Moreover,
researchers continue to make progress on calibration-free eye
trackers [32, 46], which would make it possible to create practical
walk-up or pick-up and use gesture-augmented systems. Combined with other input modalities, powerful new interaction paradigms are possible. We believe that our example scenarios and
interaction techniques underscore this opportunity, pointing the
way towards more expressive and efficient free-space interactions.
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